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History and literature are replete with accounts that refer to the
figurative MEDIATOR. One such manifestation of the fusion between these
two worlds that underscore the skills of a mediator jump from the pages of
the books of Hilary Mantel, a recent two-time winner of the famed Man
Booker Award for literature where she chronicled the life of a most
compelling man, Thomas Cromwell.

Cromwell, who was vilified by other sources, was more
compassionately portrayed by Mantel as a premier mediator of Henry VIII
who used his skills in law and negotiation to further the ends of his patron.
I shall avoid the trap of lionizing Cromwell who may be credited for
affording one man the liberty to take six (6) wives, particularly in the light
of the recent tempest hounding our prosecution service and officer from
our own ranks. What I am most keen to highlight is the fact that Cromwell
was a highly effective broker and mediator of disputes who liberally used



his negotiation skills to effectively manage the Crown's finances, extend the
royal authority of the beleaguered House of Tudor and most importantly,
save England from engaging in costly wars.

In the immortal words of William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, there
is an exchange between Brutus and Octavius where the Bard seems to
suggest that he much preferred the use of an alternative dispute resolution
over the use of force, it goes:

Words before blows. Is it so, countrymen?
Not that we love words better, as you do.

Good words are better than bad strokes ..1

The power of negotiation and mediation and its promise of win-win
solutions are more palpable in the following lines of Henry IV, also of the
Bard:

Peace is of the nature of a conquest;
For then both parties nobly are subdued

And neither party lose~.

It is my belief, that to be human is to possess a cultural and
physiological predisposition to bargain. The intractable reality in
bargaining is that out of it, however slight, arises conflict. The history of the
world has a compendium of wars and conflicts that arose from the inability
of those wielding influence and power to settle these disputes. Juxtapose
this insight and apply it in a micro-level and one is led to conclude that
indeed an ordinary individual simply cannot live in a bubble and disavow
any need or use for negotiating skills while negotiating through life.

Urban legend says that newly-installed Justice of the Supreme Court,
Marvic Leonen, famously shaved two weeks off from his civil law procedure
curriculum and schedule, so that he can discuss in detail with his students,
the book of William Fisher and Robert Ury entitled, "Getting to YEs:
Negotiating Without Giving In.'' For any law professor, the provision of ten
(10) days for one lesson is very long, and needless to say, unorthodox. But

1Act 5, Scene I of Julius Caesar as quoted by Diane Levin in her blog: Online Guide to Mediation.
2 Act 4, Scene 2 of Henry IV as quoted by Levin, ibid.
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looking at Justice Leonen's profound contribution to the formulation of the
framework peace agreement of the Government with the Moro Islamic
Liberation Front, can we honestly dispel the innovation and wisdom of his
methods? Justice Leonen taught, lived and exercised the art of principled
negotiation. Therein is entrenched my concept and prescience for the Office
of the Alternative Dispute Resolution (OADR) of the Department of Justice

The OADR must be able to internalize with solemn acceptance its role
in institutionalizing, popularizing and propagating the use of alternative
dispute resolution in the legal topography of the Philippines. Justice
Leonen is but one man influencing, perhaps, a class of forty (40). On the
other hand, the OADR, as an institution, has the capacity and, certainly, the
legal mandate to breed women and men mediators of competence and,
hopefully, the dedication to ensconce a culture that intuitively prefers
alternative dispute resolution.

There lies the idiosYncrasy of the OADR. Of all the offices adjunct to
the Department of Justice, the OADR is not only the lone office that deals
with the civil aspect of criminal cases in an institutional level, it is the only
one which can be considered a cultural agent in that it must take an
active role in securing a change of mindset and a shift of paradigm for
units, not only in the DOJ, but includes the bigger public sector and the
private sector as well.

I appreciate the challenges confronting the officers and staff of the
OADR in that the appointments and the source of complement renders an
air of ad hocism. That is why I am asking the very industrious and
pioneering Undersecretary-in-Charge, Usec. Jose Vicente B. Salazar, to
prioritize the enhancement of the structure and organization of the OADR
and make it reflective of the Department's and this Government's
commitment to carry into effect OADR's mandate in accordance with the
provisions of R.A. 9285 or the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 2004.
It is at this juncture of our engagement where I must recognize the efforts
of the OADR family, headed by Atty. Bernadette Ongoco - herself an
epitome of a mediator's grace and discretion - and give my deepest
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commendation and appreciation for all of your hard work in strengthening
the OADR as well as spearheading the organization of this important event.

I was asked to share my vision for the OADR and I shall thereby
indulge you. Let it be a moral contract between your Secretary of Justice
and yourselves.

First, I should like to see a Road Map for the OADR set out in a
timeline of five and ten years. Since we are a democracy where institutions
should reign supreme, your Road Map should be designed to consolidate
the institution of OADR, such that when I have stepped down as Secretary
of Justice, our efforts should have borne fruit in that mechanisms,
standards, processes and guidelines are in place and networking with both
public and private sectors have at least been ironed out.

Second, I wish to see OADR as a premier Resource Center, a hub
for all good practices, literature and information on alternative dispute
resolution. You should have in your pool dedicated trainors and mediators
that will elevate our competence and institutional excellence to
international levels. And as I am always pleased to debunk the traditional
notion that lawyers are scared of Math, I profess to say that OADR must be
the "union set" in the Venn diagram of independent and concentric
circles that make up the different and formal institutions already engaged
in ADR. Indeed, we must not rest until we can stand shoulder to shoulder
with our regional counterparts who have already developed a sophisticated
and professional ADR system.

I am also interested to see more technical writers in the OADR
who can provide the necessary tools and skills in creating OADR as the
think-tank of the Government on all matters pertaining to alternative
dispute resolution. You must be able to conduct credible research and
documentation of good practices in ADR that should legitimize your roll-
outs and trainings before the private and public sectors. The OADRmust be
able to modularize for every different genus of stakeholders, such as but not
limited to barangay officials, prosecutors, HR practitioners, government
employees, ADR standards and modalities. I am certain that it is as clear to
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you as it is to me that Alternative Dispute Resolution is the next big thing -
if it is not already- that will impact on all legal and business processes in the
country. It is imperative that OADR must not only be in the middle or
periphery of the ADR movement but a strong and visionary leader amongst
ADR practitioners.

I note with satisfaction that the Guidelines for our prosecutors are
forthcoming and in the process of being finalized. Indeed, it is my hope that
such Guidelines will be comprehensively, completely and competently
applied by our Department's frontliners that should effectively contribute
in the de-clogging, not only of Court dockets, but also of our own.

Finally, the OADR must be able to make headway and influence the
improvement of ADR practices, and if applicable, recommend key
legislative amendments designed to strengthen and further develop ADR
methodologies in the country.

The time for your exposure and pedagogical immersion are over. The
OADR must now be able to translate into tangible, measurable indicators
your plan of action. I am very excited for the vast canvass available to
OADR to wield its creative strokes. May its officers and its vital partners
continue to be inspired on the possibilities and opportunities to help form
an army that has the capacity to deflect a collision of wills and the power to
put the naked blade of the law back into the scabbard of peace3•

Advance Merry Christmas to all! Magandang umaga sa znyong
lahat!

3 An imagery made in reference to a metaphor used by Justice Isagani Cruz in the case of Tanada vs. Tuvera(GR # L-
63915, 12/29/86): The furtive law is like a scabbarded saber that cannot feint, parry or cut unless the naked blade
is drawn.
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